Image sensors are ubiquitous and used in a wide variety of applications ranging from consumer products to healthcare and industrial applications. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of an image increases with larger pixels, which is costly to scale using silicon and wafer-based microfabrication. On the other hand, the performance of solution-processed photodetectors and transistors is advancing considerably. The printability of these devices on plastic substrates can enable low-cost scaling of large-pixel, high SNR image sensors. In addition, the flexibility of the substrates can enable new imaging systems never possible with the rigidity of conventional sensors. In this work we review the progress made towards solution-processed image sensors on flexible substrates. The fundamental operation of image sensors using intra-pixel charge integration is first explained to introduce the figures of merit for these systems. The physics, figures of merit, and state of the art for solutionprocessed photodiodes and phototransistors is also overviewed. A literature survey is done on solution-processed passive and active pixel image sensors with emphasis on active-switching for intrapixel charge integration. Finally, optics compliant with large area and flexible image sensors are reviewed.
Introduction
The mass production of image sensors has revolutionized the landscape of media broadcasting, surveillance, medicine and many other domains that benefits from captured photographs or videos. This proliferation of image sensors was strongly attributed to Moore's law, which continuously scaled down transistor size in order to increase the device speed but also to decrease the cost per device since more chips and sensors can be packed into one silicon wafer [1, 2] . Consequently, for a fixed number of pixels, the cost per image sensor decreased by shrinking the pixel dimensions. Furthermore, advances in silicon microfabrication technology enabled high performance transistors to be embedded in each pixel for amplifying the photo-accumulated charge. Despite such advances, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and dynamic range (range of photographable light intensities) of image sensors with small pixels becomes limited by the quantized nature of light, known as shot noise [3] [4] [5] . For this reason high performance image sensors have larger pixels on the order of tens of micrometers in dimension, while inexpensive and low performance imagers have pixel dimensions of approximately 1 micrometer [3, 4] .
It becomes clear that alternatives to silicon waferbased microfabrication technology are necessary in order to circumvent the trade-off between pixel size, which is correlated to performance, and cost. Processing techniques that scale favorably with area, such as printing, can leverage the superior performance of large pixels without increasing the cost. This is because sensor size is no longer limited by the area of a silicon wafer, but can be deposited on inexpensive substrates in a continuous roll-to-roll fashion [6, 7] . The most prevalent of these materials are solution processable organic compounds, Perovskites and inorganic nanomaterials that have highly tunable absorption spectrums and high absorption coefficients. This is in strong contrast to the poor absorption coefficient of silicon, which can only be improved upon in conventional microfabrication with the costly epitaxial deposition of a handful of materials. Furthermore, the ability to deposit functional materials on a variety of flexible and deformable substrates can make conformal substrates which not only relax the requirements of the optics to focus the light, but also enable new methods of imaging never possible with planar sensors [8] . A significant amount of emerging literature can be found on solution processable and flexible image sensors with a wide variety of pixel architectures and operational modes. As such, it is important to assess the progress and shortcomings of this young field while emphasizing the figures of merit and most optimal way of designing devices and systems for image sensing.
Fundamental operation principles of image sensors
Image sensors are complex systems, composed of multiple types of devices such as the photodetectors and transistors in each pixel of the array along with the drivers and readout circuitry outside the sensor area. While printing large area and flexible image sensors can enable features and performance never possible with planar and compact versions, it is important assess new systems by the same figures of merit used in conventional image sensors [3, 4] . Figure 1 (a) shows the path of the light-induced photocurrent signal from the photodetector element in the pixel (black square), through the pixel circuitry (red square) and finally to the readout circuitry at the exterior of the array. Almost all commercialized image sensors employ an activeswitching pixel architecture to enable charge integration [1, 3, 4] as illustrated in step 1 of figure 1(a). Placing a capacitor in series with the photocurrent source of the detector enables integration of the signal during for a period of time. The integration period ends when a signal from the row line triggers the pixel to discharge the photogenerated charge onto the column line in step 2. A passive pixel architecture directly transfers the photogenerated charge from the pixel to the column, giving it a charge output gain (labeled G in figure 1(a) ) of unity. Conversely, an active pixel utilizes multiple transistors to amplify the charge output from the pixel onto the column.
Step 3 shows the injected charge is finally fed into the readout circuit at the base of the column to translate the photogenerated signal into a voltage so that it can be read by analog to digital converters. This conversion can be done by reading the voltage drop across a passive load such as a resistor, the output of a charge amplifier or the output of a transimpedance amplifier. The base of each column is equipped with readout circuitry in order to parallelize the readout process as each row is scanned.
The intra-pixel charge integration enabled by active-switching in step 1 offers a far higher SNR compared to looking at the instantaneous photocurrent of each pixel as it is scanned. Reading out the instantaneous photocurrent from each pixel means that the sampling period from each row must be very short in order to scan the array at an appreciable frame rate. On the other hand, figure 1(b) shows photocurrent can be integrated in the pixel while it is switched off during most of the frame period (step 1), then discharged quickly into the column line for reading out the charge (steps 2 and 3). This simultaneous charge integration (image capturing) and discharging of pixels in an array is known as rolling shutter operation. Global shutter operation on the other hand, as illustrated in figure 1(c), simultaneously integrates charge over the whole array for a period of time to prevent motion artifacts, holds the charge, then discharges it row by row. Intra-pixel integration using either of these schemes allows for the strength of the signal to increase linearly with time. The noise of the photocurrent and dark current of a photodetector must also be taken into account, which can be modeled as a statistical Poisson process [3, 5] . The noise of a current source is the standard deviation of integrated charge during a certain time period. In a Poisson process, the standard deviation and noise is the square root of the integrated charge, which is known as the shot noise of a device. Equation (1) illustrates the most important figure of merit for measuring sensitivity of an image sensor, signal to noise ratio (SNR) as a function of photocurrent (I Photo ), dark current (I Dark ), fixed readout noise (N RO ) from steps 2 and 3 and integration time (T, which is very close to the frame period). The photocurrent and dark current are then decomposed into photocurrent density ( J Photo ) and dark current density ( J Dark ) multiplied by the photosensitive area per pixel (A) to demonstrate how scaling photoactive area affects SNR. The equation is further simplified to show the case for short and long integration times where the shot noise from the photodetector element is negligible and significantly larger compared to the readout noise, respectively. In both cases it is desirable to have a lower dark current density, larger photoactive area and longer integration time for a fixed light flux (i.e. constant J Photo ). The benefit of large area pixels is especially predominant for shorter integration times because small pixels easily result in readout noise dominating over shot noise [3] . As a result of this trend it is important to create image sensors with large pixel photoactive areas to obtain high performance at higher frame rates. Solution processable materials are advantageous in this regard since they can leverage performance and cost by significantly reducing the processing cost per unit area of image sensors. Another important figure of merit of an image sensor is dynamic range. It is defined as the difference between the lowest detectable signal (as limited by noise) and the highest. Figure 2 shows the limiting factors for the lower (noise floor) and upper end (saturation) of the dynamic range as the photogenerated charge passes through the three steps shown in figure 1(a) ; charge photogeneration from the photodetector, pixel signal discharge, and readout from external circuitry. The photodetector is the element that generates the light signal. The upper bound on the signal from a photodetector is limited by effective series resistance, which can be in the form of either an actual resistance or significant charge recombination. However, these effects typically occur above sun light irradiance, well beyond the range of irradiance used in photography or video. The lower bound is limited by the noise of the detector, whether from the shot noise Figure 1 . (a) Schematic view of an image sensor depicting the flow of photogenerated charge from charge integration in the pixel (step 1), to discharging in the column for either passive or active pixels (step 2), and finally readout from external circuits sensing voltage, charge, or current (step 3). (b) Rolling shutter addressing and readout scheme. (c) Global shutter addressing and readout scheme. of the dark current or 1/f noise caused by trap states in the device. The main limiting factor in the dynamic range of an image sensor arises when the photogenerated signal from the photodetector is captured and stored in the pixel circuitry. The capacitive element used for photocharge integration can only store a finite amount of charge for a given supply voltage (Q=CV ), known as the well capacity. However, parasitic capacitances between transistors and the charge integration node severely deteriorate performance. Row and column lines, which are connected to transistor terminals, induce parasitic charge injection into the path of the photogenerated charge, which not only decreases well capacity but also raises the noise floor. Pixel-to-pixel leakage can also become a limiting factor for the noise floor of image sensors when charge bleeds into the adjacent pixels, known as blooming. Consequently proper pixel-pixel isolation is needed in order to ensure that the noise floor of adjacent dark pixels does not become limited by blooming. Poor optics and fill factor, the percentage of the pixel's area that is photosensitive, also limit the amount of light reaching the photodetector element. In the final step, the integrated photocurrent is discharged from the pixel onto the column and read by the readout circuitry. Parasitic capacitance between the column and driver lines should be minimized as it can result in signal saturation at the readout and also noise. The design of the readout circuitry must avoid signal saturation by the well capacity of the pixel. Variability in the dark current, known as fixed pattern noise, must be kept at a minimum in order to establish a consistent background noise throughout the whole array.
In order to advance the field of solution processed large area image sensors, it is imperative to perform an assessment on the state-of-the-art of these systems with regards to photodetector devices, image sensors of various pixel architectures, and imaging optics. In this review, the theory, figures of merit and state-ofthe-art of photodiodes and phototransistors will first be overviewed. Following this, discussion on solution processed image sensors will be organized into passive non-switching, passive active-switching and active pixel systems. Finally, progress in optics compliant with large area and flexible sensors will be reviewed.
Photodetectors

Photodiodes and figures of merit
Photodiodes are two terminal devices that behave as a light-dependent current source in parallel with a diode as pictured in the inset of figure 3(a) . This is the photodetector element implemented in most commercial visible light image sensors due to its high sensitivity, low leakage current and simplicity of fabrication. With regards to large area image sensors, it is advantageous to employ solution processable organic or Perovskite materials due to their low deposition cost per area and inherit flexibility [6, 9] . The photoactive layer of organic photodiodes uses donor (hole accepting) and acceptor (electron accepting) materials with lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) and highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) that serve as electron and hole transporting energy bands, respectively. Sandwiched across the photoactive layer is an anode, a hole selective electrode, and a cathode, an electron selective Upper and lower bounds on the dynamic range of a photogenerated signal starting from generation in the photodetector, to storage in the pixel, and finally readout on the column line after discharge form the pixel.
electrode. As shown in step 1 of figure 3(a) , the low dielectric constant of organic materials causes photoexcited electron-hole pairs to become colombically bound, which is known as an exciton. It's only when this exciton diffuses towards a donor-acceptor interface as shown in step 2 that the higher electron affinity (lower LUMO) of the acceptor material and lower ionization potential (higher HOMO) of the donor material causes the exciton to dissociate into a free electron and hole in the acceptor and donor, respectively. Most organic photodiodes use a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) active layer, which is the mixture of donor and acceptor materials in order to increase surface area across which excitons may be dissociated. The free electrons and holes are then transported through the acceptor and donor and collected at the cathode and anode, respectively, ideally without recombination. Perovskite materials are usually not composed of a donor or acceptor components as the dielectric constant for these materials is significantly higher than organics, which permits excitons to freely dissociate into free carriers via thermal energy [10] .
The figures of merit used to assess photodiode performance also have a direct impact on image sensor performance. External quantum efficiency (EQE) is defined as the ratio of the rate of extracted photogenerated electrons from a device over the rate of incident photons radiated on the photoactive area. EQE is typically expressed as a function of incident light wavelength as shown in figure 3(b) . Alternatively, EQE can be equivalently expressed as the output current per watt of irradiance, this is known as responsivity (R). Current density versus bias voltage characteristics are also instrumental for assessing proper device in dark and illuminated conditions as shown in figure 3(c) . Photodiodes are reversed biased (V Bias <0 V) to create a larger electric field in the device to extract carriers before recombination. Additionally, reverse biasing the photodiode results in lower injection current in dark conditions (known as dark current) compared to the photovoltaic biasing regime (V Bias >0 V). An ideal photodiode should have a high difference between light and dark current at a reverse bias in order to enable the highest SNR. In terms of device performance, the EQE should be high to create a large light current and the leakage across the diode should be minimal to minimize dark current. A photodiode that maintains a high SNR at large reverse bias translates into a larger well capacity since the capacitance of the diode itself is used to store charge (more details in the section on passive active-switching image sensors). Observing current density as a function of light intensity enables the determination of dynamic range, which is the range of irradiance over which the photodiode exhibits a measurable change in photocurrent. This figure of merit can either be expressed as the ratio between the highest and lowest light intensity or that ratio in decibel format [3] as shown in equation (2) and illustrated in figure 3(d) A linear dynamic range response (constant EQE across a wide range of irradiance) is usually desired for photodiodes. However, sublinear responses are often seen in disordered materials such as organics and nanomaterials [11] [12] [13] . While these responses may not be ideal for certain radiometric applications, they can be advantageous for improving the dynamic range of an imaging system [3] as will be later discussed in the section on passive active-switching image sensors. The dynamic range of photodiodes is typically limited by the noise of dark current at low irradiances. The dark current noise in its simplest form is expressed as the shot noise of the current flow, which behaves according to Poisson statistics. The noise, or standard deviation, of a Poisson process is defined as the square root of the flux of electrons per second. In addition, the equivalent shunt resistance of the photodiode at 0 V bias, R shunt , induces thermal noise. Excessive trap states within the band gap of the photodiode can lead to 1/f noise on top of shot and thermal noise. Equation (3) shows how dark current and charge trapping affect the noise spectral density (S) of a photodiode with q, k B and T denoting elementary electron charge, Boltzmann's constant and temperature, respectively ( ) ( ) Two equivalent figures of merit used to express the performance of a photodiode at low irradiances are noise equivalent power (NEP) and specific detectivity (D * ). NEP is the theoretical lowest measurable irradiance (SNR=1) for a 1 Hz integration bandwidth (or equivalently half second integration time according to Nyquist-Shannon sampling theory [5] ). Figure 3 (d) qualitatively shows that the NEP marks the lowest point on the dynamic range. NEP can be quantified by equation (4), which is the noise spectral density divided by the responsivity of the photodiode. Specific detectivity is defined by equation (5) and is inversely proportional to NEP and normalized to area (A) since µ µ S I A. This area normalization is important in order to allow a fair comparison between various photodiodes since, as previously discussed, SNR increases with area
The frequency response of a photodiode is a figure of merit applicable to image sensors. Typically this is characterized by the cutoff frequency ( f 3dB ), which is the frequency at which the peak output current from a sine-modulated light source is lowered by 3 dB from lower frequencies. A high cutoff frequency is indicative of fast charge extraction from the device, which minimizes image lag in image sensors [4, 14] .
There have been many developments in the literature on solution processed photodiodes, which typically attain EQEs and dark currents anywhere from 20% to 60% and 10-1000 nA cm −2 , respectively [11, 15] . More recently, many studies have been aggressively investigating new physical mechanisms to create low noise, high frequency, spectrum selective and fully printable photodiodes.
Much of the prior art from the organic and Perovskite solar cell community on the effect of active layer film thickness, solvent composition and donoracceptor ratio on morphology [16] [17] [18] [19] and device physics [13] was used to obtain similar EQEs in solution processed photodiodes. However, reverse bias dark current and frequency response was rarely investigated in the context of photovoltaics and has been optimized for photodiodes in several ways. Increasing the thickness of the active layer beyond a micrometer can significantly drop the dark current to values below 1 nA cm −2 without a significant compromise in cutoff frequency [14, 20] . Reduced dark current also achieved when hole and electron blocking layers at the cathode and anode, respectively, are used to improve charge selectivity at the electrodes [11, 15] . This becomes especially important in low band gap systems where Schottky barrier at the electrodes is lower [21] . It has been shown that organic interlayers in Perovskite photodiode to decrease the dark current to between 1 and 10 nA cm −2 under reverse bias while maintaining response times of approximately a microsecond [22, 23] as shown in figure 4 (a). Subsequent power spectrum measurements revealed the noise spectral density of these devices is indeed very close to the shot noise theoretical limit, which is believed to be the result of surface defect passivation from the interlayers [22] . Interface engineering is important when optimizing frequency response. Arca et al have shown that frequency response in BHJ organic photodiodes deteriorates significantly at low irradiances as a result of carrier trapping at interfaces, which can be ameliorated by choosing a suitable interlayer [24] .
The absorption spectrum of a photodiode can be made broader to image at longer wavelengths. Conventional organic or Perovskite photovoltaic materials show a broad absorption with cutoff wavelengths typically around 900 nm. This is because the optimal band gap for power conversion efficiency is 1.34 eV (∼925 nm) according to the Schockley-Queisser limit [25] . Gong et al took the first step to synthesizing custommade polymers for very broadband photodiodes with a spectral response form 300 to 1450 nm [26] . A later study synthesized a polymer with a low cutoff wavelength of 1000 nm for photodiode use [27] . By using a superior electron-blocking layer, the dark current was reduced to a few nA cm -2 while maintaining an f 3dB of 400 kHz. Quantum dots, which can have low band gaps, can also be embedded in photodiodes to extend the responsivity of the device to wavelengths as long as 1800 nm [28] . Conversely, it is also possible to narrow the spectral response of photodiodes. The drive for color filterless image sensors has led to the development of materials with narrow absorption bands in the red, green and blue regions [29] [30] [31] . Meredith et al have show that even broadband materials can be used to create narrow spectral selectivity by significantly increasing the active layer thickness [20] . Figure 4 (b) shows that the lower extinction coefficients of wavelengths near the absorption cutoff penetrate further and more uniformly into the device where electrons are more likely to be extracted at the cathode. However, the high absorption well below the cutoff wavelength results in a significant amount of recombination at the front of the device as a consequence of space charge accumulation of electrons.
The majority of literature on solution-processed photodiodes utilizes spin coated active layers with vacuum-deposited electrodes on rigid substrates. While synthesizing soluble functional materials is a pre-requisite to creating printable devices, it is important to create printed devices since the printing process can present challenges or new opportunities never realized with conventional microfabrication [6, 7] . The discovery of solution-processable work function reducing interlayers such as polyethylenimine ethoxylated (PEIE) [32] and conjugated polyfluorene electrolytes [33] opened many possibilities in printed electronics as soluble low work function conductors are not available. Caironi et al initially reported fully solution processed photodiodes using inkjet printing and PEIE to reduce the work function of the silver or PEDOT:PSS cathode [34, 35] . Organic photodiodes printed using a combination of blade coating and screen printing reported by Pierre et al showed mean dark currents as low as 150 pA cm −2 and specific detectivities as high as 3.4×10 13 [36] . As shown in figure 4(c), these devices displayed high specific detectivity under a large applied electric field in comparison to other devices [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , which is important for maximizing well capacity in image sensors as will be discussed in the section of passive activeswitching image sensors. The bias stability of these devices is shown in figure 4 (c), which is an important consideration in imaging systems as photodiodes are biased continuously. More information on printing techniques for solution processable electronics can be found in a review by Krebs [7] .
Phototransistors and figures of merit
Phototransistors can also be used as the photodetector element in image sensors. This device has three terminals, unlike two-terminal photodiodes, and behaves like a regular thin film transistor (TFT) in the dark. Such devices consist of a conductive channel with unipolar source and drain electrodes on either side with the conductivity of the channel controlled by a gate terminal. However, the TFT behavior of these devices changes upon light exposure for a couple of reasons.
Phototransistors can operate as a photoconductor as shown in figure 5 (a) for a p-type device (hole transporting). The transverse field created by the gate electrode assists the spatial segregation of photogenerated electron-hole pairs. However, since both source and drain contacts are hole-selective, the photogenerated electron stays in the channel while the photogenerated hole is extracted at the drain. The accumulation of electrons in the channel results in a shift in threshold voltage, causing more holes to be injected in order to neutralize the electrons [11, 42] . New holes will be injected into the channel at the source electrode until a recombination event occurs between an injected hole and the photogenerated electron. If the transit time of a hole across the device (τ transit ) is less than the lifetime of the electron (τ lifetime ), then multiple holes can be injected into the channel of the phototransistor for a single photogenerated electron-hole pair. This phenomenon, known as photoconductive gain (G), can result in EQEs well over 100% as denoted by equation (6) [11, 42, 43] 
The response time of phototransistors in the photoconductive regime is usually limited by the lifetime of the minority carrier and not the comparatively fast transit time of the majority carrier. Consequently, devices that exhibit high photoconductive gain cannot operate as quickly as a photodiode with the same transit time. Photoconductive gain decreases with increasing irradiance for a couple of reasons. The first is that electrons generated at low irradiances fill deeper trap states that have longer recombination lifetimes, with higher irradiances resulting in electrons filling shallower trap states that have shorter lifetimes [44] . The second reason is that the shift in threshold voltage is proportional to the logarithm of the irradiance [11, 45] , resulting in decreased sensitivity at higher light intensities.
Phototransistors can also operate in a charge-trapping regime in which photogenerated electrons (in a hole-transporting device) become lodged in deep trap states in the channel of the device as shown in figure 5(b) . This trapping results in a shift in the threshold voltage of the phototransistor during normal transistor bias sweeps, even after the illumination has stopped. The lifetime of these trap states may even be as long as days [46] . These electrons can be de-trapped through a large gate bias, effectively resetting the phototransistor. For this reason, phototransistors operating in charge-trapping mode with exceptionally long trap state lifetimes are sometimes referred to as memory devices [46] . Phototransistors often operate in a combination of both the photoconductive gain and charge-trapping regime since both of these mechanisms involve the lifetime of minority carriers but at different time scales.
Responsivity is frequently used as a figure of merit for phototransistors. Yuan et al have closely examined the behavior of C8-BTBT phototransistors, which provide the highest photoconductive gain seen in literature to the best of our knowledge [47] . One key observation is that the photoconductive gain is significantly higher in phototransistor than in a thin film photoconductor of the same device geometry. This difference in gain is speculated as a result of the transverse field induced by the gate segregating electrons and holes, thus reducing the probability of recombination. The very long recombination lifetime of electrons in C8-BTBT (∼seconds) and high mobility of 20 cm 2 V s −1 results in a responsivity over 10
The low defect density of the highly crystalline semiconductor also resulted in noise spectral density on par with the theoretical shot noise limit. However, the long electron lifetime means that the device takes hundreds of seconds to turn off unless a large gate pulse is applied. Yan et al have achieved high gain through embedding wide band gap metal oxide nanoparticles in an organic semiconductor [48] . The gain obtained is at most an order of magnitude lower than Yuan et al's, but the turnoff time was over 10 2 times faster. Photoconductive gain mechanisms can also be implemented in a photodiode architecture using embedded nanoparticles. Guo et al initially demonstrated this concept by creating P3HT photodiodes with a sparse concentration of isolated ZnO nanoparticles [40] . Electron trapping in the ZnO under illumination creates photoconductive gain. Additionally, electron trapping near the anode causes significant band bending which results in trap-assisted hole injection to create higher gain as shown in figure 6(a) . The short travel distance of the carriers in a photodiode structure also decreases recombination lifetimes to under 1 ms while retaining a responsivity of over 1000 A W −1
. It was shown in a later study that a trade-off exists between photoconductive gain and cut-off frequency in photodiodes [49] . Low nanoparticle concentrations led to high gain due to the good isolation of small nanoparticle clusters but significantly longer de-trapping times, whereas high nanoparticle concentrations led to a more continuous network which did not promote good charge trapping but significantly decreased de-trapping times. Similar reports were shown for Perovskite [50] and organic [51] and hybrid [52, 53] photodetectors.
While conventional high-performance solution processable TFT semiconductors can be used as phototransistors, the wide band gap and low absorption coefficient of these materials limits their performance outside the UV spectrum. Several strategies have been shown in the literature to address the poor optical properties of conventional TFTs. The first strategy is to employ the same BHJ active layer morphology frequently used in OPDs in phototransistors. Jones was demonstrated for their devices, with minimal persistence of photocurrent and at least 7 orders of magnitude linear dynamic range. In addition to the channel of phototransistors, other layers of the device such as the electrodes and gate dielectric are printable. All-printed phototransistors on a flexible polyimide substrate demonstrated by Kim et al highlight several commonly used printing techniques as shown in figure 6(c) [57] . Inkjet printing was used to directly pattern the photoactive material and gate electrode with the gate dielectric uniformly bar coated in between. Reverse offset printing defined the channel geometry of W/L=1000 μm/20 μm. This high throughput printing technique can even create channel lengths below 1 μm [58] . Self-assembly processes can also achieve sub micron channel lengths. Wang et al utilized inkjet printing of solubilizing solvents on ultrathin PMMA (a photoresist) to create thick coffee-ring induced ridges [59] . Subsequent deposition of metal and removal of the PMMA defines channel lengths of 700 nm, which greatly enhanced the responsivity of longer channel devices since the transit time of injected holes is shorter. A high responsivity of 10 6 A W −1 with an average TFT mobility of 1.2 cm 2 V s −1 was reported.
4. Passive pixel image sensors without active-switching 4.1. Theory Passive pixel sensors transfer the raw photogenerated signal from the photodetector element directly to the column line. This direct transfer of the photogenerated signal means that no amplification (gain of unity) of the signal occurs within the pixel as shown in figure 1(a) . A passive pixel can use active-switching to integrate photogenerated charge during the frame period as previously discussed in the fundamental principles of image sensors. However, a passive pixel can also simply consist of a photodetector directly addressed by the row and read out instantaneously by the column line, rather than integrated, as symbolized for both a photodiode and phototransistor in figures 7(a) and (b), respectively. The inherit disadvantage of this design is that the SNR of a nonintegrated pixel is significantly lower compared to an integrating one as mentioned previously in the fundamentals of image sensors. This compromise in the quality of the signal means that the array can only be scanned at impractically slow frame rates. Despite this disadvantage, constructing passive non-switching image sensors is still a valuable step in demonstrating the scalability, functional device yield, uniformity and performance of photodetector elements. 
Case studies
Solution processable semiconducting polymers revolutionized the research field of photovoltaics by enabling the possibility of low-cost, large-area and flexible solar modules [60] . As such, the optimization of the materials to create high performance solar cells also enabled the development of arrays of photodiodes (pixel architecture of figure 7(a)) used as image sensors. Yu et al were the first to demonstrate the capability of such solution processed solar cells to act as photodiodes in an image sensor by downscaling the electrode spacing between each solar cell and increasing the total pixel count along a linear array as shown in figure 8 (a) as summarized in table 1 [61] . Poly(3-octylthiphene) (P3OT) was used as the donor polymer due to its absorption over the whole visible spectrum, which was difficult with the wider band gap polymers commonly used at the time of publication [60] . These devices showed good photodiode behavior (<10 nA cm −2 dark current and 45% EQE at −10 V bias) and sufficiently high uniformity over the 102 pixels in the linear array to be used as an image scanner. Additionally, the high resistivity and high absorptivity of organic materials enabled thin device active layers with negligible crosstalk between pixels even for an unpatterned active layer. A later account by Xu et al took advantage of the mechanical robustness of organic systems by implementing the same array architecture on a deformable plastic substrate [62] . This was motivated by the idea that conformable image sensors could minimize the amount of optics that are required to focus the image plane on conventional planar image sensors. Metal grid lines were deposited on the substrate by direct pattern transfer of thermally evaporated gold or silver from a deformed PDMS mold. Flexible phototransistor arrays have also been implemented in a non-switching passive pixel architecture as shown in figure 7(b) . Saito et al utilized the photosensitivity of a conventional pentacene transistor to form a photodetector array with a microlens array on flexible substrate [63] . However, the poor absorption and responsivity of pentacene to light requires high irradiances (>2 mW cm ) in order to measure an appreciable change in on-current. However, Chu et al have recently shown that the choice of gate dielectric can tune the charge trapping properties of DNTT phototransistors to significantly improve imaging performance [64] . Using polylactide (PLA) as the gate dielectric significantly lowers mobility in the dark, but significantly increases it when photogenerated charges are trapped along with a positive shift in threshold voltage. This also results in a significantly faster response time of only 50 ms, which may be practical at video frame rates. The absorption spectrum of the aforementioned phototransistor image sensors is often limited to blue and UV wavelengths as a result of the large band gap of high performance organic semiconductors such as pentacene and DNTT. Liu et al have demonstrated that the responsivity of conventional phototransistors can be significantly enhanced by inserting a strong absorbing layer on top of a high mobility semiconductor as depicted in figure 8(b) [65] . A ruthenium complex with a broad absorption spectrum is used to enhance the responsivity of the phototransistors by a factor of almost 10 3 in the off-regime with a drop in mobility by only a factor of 2 in the on-regime. This enables the capture of images at a relatively low light irradiance of 1.5 μW cm . Memory devices can also be used as passive pixel image sensors. These devices enable global shutter array operation, which is the simultaneous capture of light information on all pixels across an array, as shown in figure 1(c) . Global shutter reduces motion artifacts seen in a rolling shutter sequence illustrated in figure 1(b) since row addressing during image capture is not necessary. Nau et al have demonstrated a passive pixel array consisting of pixels with an organic nonvolatile resistive switch in series with an organic photodiode [66] . A sufficiently large voltage pulse is supplied across the pixel during illumination. The voltage drop across the photodiode decreases with increasing illumination (due to its higher photoconductivity), which increases the voltage across the resistive switching element beyond a threshold voltage that then triggers a change in resistance. The irradiance that the pixel sensed can then be readout at a later time by examining the resistance of the pixel at a small bias, and reset by applying a large bias for the next image. Charge trapping can also be used within a device to create long-term storage memory devices. Zhang et al have shown that inserting an electron acceptor at the semiconductor-dielectric interface of a phototransistor enables long-term storage of photogenerated electrons [46] . The electrons are accumulated at the interface with a positive gate bias as shown in figure 8(c) . This accumulation results in a positive threshold voltage shift with increasing light intensity, which can be sensed at low gate voltages and reset at high negative biases. Optimization of the electron accepting layer led to long charge retention, with the sensed current only decreasing by 8% after 20 000 s, and high performance transistor properties with mobility over 2 cm 2 V s −1 and on-off ratios of 5×10 6 . Such high performance transistor and photodetector properties in a single device could also enable active pixel circuits.
While organic materials have long been the choice of solution processable and flexible systems, photodiode image sensor arrays have recently been demonstrated with novel photoactive materials. Perovskites have been shown to form high performance photoconductor image sensors through blade coating by Deng et al [67] . Not only is the material stable for weeks in air, it is extremely resilient to strain with no observable change in current-voltage behavior after 10 0000 bending cycles. Ferroelectrics are a class of materials that have been extensively studied for applications of memory in microelectronics [68] but can also be used as large area image sensors as demonstrated by Chin et al [69] . Their initial results show photodiodes constructed on flexible steel foil with low dark currents. Solution processable II-VI semiconductor nanowires have also been processed into a passive image sensor from sol-gel by Liu et al [70] . Their phototransistors have mobilities ranging from 4 to 28 cm 2 V s −1 depending on the S:Se ratio, which also adjusts the band gap. Using these tunable band gaps, they were able to fabricate a multicolor imager without the need of optical filters.
Passive pixel image sensors capable of active-switching for charge integration
Theory
Passive image sensors can be implemented with an active-switching backplane that enables integrating photogenerated charge during the period of a frame. As previously mentioned, integration of photogenerated charge significantly improves the SNR of the light signal from a pixel compared to direct current sampling at a given frame rate. Figure 9 (a) illustrates the array layout and pixel architecture for an activeswitching passive pixel sensor, a transistor in series with a photodiode (1 T), and charge amplifier on each column to sample the integrated charge. The pixel circuit with all relevant capacitances is shown in figure 9 (a) as well. The intrinsic capacitance of the photodiode (C PD ) is used as the integrating capacitor. Photodiodes are ideal for 1 T pixels since the large surface area and short spacing of the electrodes provides the large capacitance needed to maximize well capacity. The ideal operation of a 1 T pixel is illustrated in figure 9(b) . When the TFT is on, the voltage of the photodiode anode (V PD ) is set to zero while the cathode is biased at a positive voltage (making the device reverse biased). After the TFT is closed, V PD increases as C PD accumulates photogenerated charge during the frame period. Opening the TFT discharges the accumulated photogenerated charge and resets the photodiode back to its original reverse bias for the next frame. The ideal discharge rate is governed by a time constant R C , on PD where R on is the resistance of the TFT in the linear regime. The transistor typically remains open for several time constants in order to discharge as many carriers as possible to minimize image lag. The off-state resistance of the TFT, R , off must also be high to ensure that R C off PD is much greater than the frame period to minimize discharge during the integration. Parasitic capacitances substantially affect the performance of image sensors by inducing parasitic charge injection that creates readout noise and lower discharge rates. The drain-source capacitance is extremely small in TFTs and thus has a negligible effect on pixel performance. Additionally, minimal parasitic charge injection occurs from bias-column line capacitances since the column line is grounded and the bias voltage is constant. However, the gate-drain capacitance (C GD ) slows the switching speed of the transistor and induces parasitic charge transfer onto the photodiode [4] . The time constant of the discharge changes to
/ when the pixel enters integration mode (TFT off) as shown in figure 9(b) , which limits well capacity. Gate-source (C GS ) capacitance results from overlapping gate and source electrodes and also from intersecting row and column lines. Since the column line is connected to virtual ground from the charge integrator a parasitic charge of D C V GS G is injected onto the column line when the TFT is turned on. It should be noted that the mean value of the charge on the column line during sampling time is the same for both the ideal and parasitic model shown in figure 9(b) since V G returns to the same value as at the start of the frame period. Despite the reset of the voltages, parasitic charge injection still induces noise that increases with C GD and C GS according to equation (7). This will limit the SNR from the sensor in form of readout noise previously shown in equation (1)
Additional considerations need to be taken into account when implementing disordered materials in a 1 T image sensor architecture. Many organic, Perovskite and other disordered semiconductors exhibit decreased responsivity with increased irradiance or decreased applied bias. This nonlinear responsivity prevents early saturation under bright light and less photogenerated charge is added as well capacity is approached (since the photodiode voltage drop is low at well capacity). These effects can increase the dynamic range of a 1 T image sensor at a given frame rate. On the other hand disordered materials trap a significant amount of charge in slow-releasing deep states, leading to image lag effects between frames [4] . Bias stress, which is the gradual accumulation of trapped charge causing a drift in threshold voltage, is a concern in TFTs during prolonged use. While disordered TFTs with many trap states are used in largearea applications, it has been shown that low duty cycle operation of TFTs similar to the operation of such devices in a 1 T image sensor significantly reduces bias stress as the short turn-on time prevents carriers from being lodged in deep trap states [71] . More details on passive pixel image sensor design and optimization using disordered materials can be found in literature on large-area amorphous silicon x-ray sensors [4] .
Case studies
Many of the reported of 1 T image sensors in the literature only measure performance in DC mode [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] despite the fact this architecture enables charge integration within a pixel, making it practical to capture images at video frame rates. Despite this drawback, the literature on solution processable, flexible and large area 1 T image sensors and pixels shows tremendous efforts in the heterogeneous integration of high performance photodiodes and TFTs as summarized in table 2.
Horizontal (side-by-side) integration of the patterned photodiode and TFT is the simplest design from a fabrication layout perspective. However, horizontal integration of these two devices means that photodiode active area must be sacrificed to accommodate the TFT. This presents a reduction in fill factor, the fraction of an image sensor's surface area that is photosensitive. Nausieda et al created a 1 T pixel using thermally evaporated pentacene TFTs and an inkjet printed photoconductor on inter-digitated electrodes [75] . One of the major tradeoffs for the horizontal integration was patterning the pentacene by etching to make room for the photoconductor, which decreased the on-off ratio and mobility by an order of magnitude. Photoconductors can replace photodiodes in 1 T pixels provided the devices have a low dark current and sufficiently high capacitance to maximize well capacity. Renshaw et al and Tong et al have shown monolithic integration of thermally evaporated TFTs and photodiodes on lithographically-patterned electrodes as depicted in figure 10(a) [77, 78] . A discharge time constant of 400 μs was achieved with a TFT mobility of 0.1 cm 2 V s −1 and pixels were able to sense light levels as low 250 nW cm −2 at DC [78] . Malinowski et al [76] used the same pixel design and device active materials (SubPc/C 60 for the photodiode and pentacene for the TFTs) as the aforementioned publications [77, 78] to create a large area 32×32 pixel image sensor. Image sensors with 200 μm and 1 mm pixel pitch showed similar EQE but lower dark current density for the larger pixels. Solution-processable organic photodiodes simplify the fabrication process of image sensors since several steps of vacuum deposition can be replaced with printing or spin coating. Additionally, solutionprocessed photodiodes achieve comparable or even better photodiode performance in comparison to their thermally evaporated counterparts [11] . For instance, Takahashi et al constructed a horizontally integrated 1 T image sensor by spin coating a BHJ photoactive layer over an array of carbon nanotube TFTs for x-ray sensing [73] . Openings between the TFTs defined the photoactive area as shown in figure 10(b) , a scintillator was placed in front of the array to down-convert x-rays to green light. Low light intensities approaching 1 μW cm −2 were measured in DC, with negligible changes in performance down to a very small bending radius of 2 mm (such flexibility is made possible by a thin polyimide substrate of 24 μm). . The absorption spectra of the photodiode can also be tuned to suit a wavelength outside the sensitivity of conventional materials. Rauch et al demonstrated that PbS quantum dots embedded in a P3HT: PC 60 BM BHJ photodiodes with amorphous silicon TFTs enabled video capture at 5 frames per second at a wavelength of 1310 nm [28] . This wavelength is well outside the absorption spectrum of organic semiconductors and silicon. Similar to Rauch et al, Baierl et al also demonstrated that the cutoff wavelength of P3HT:PCBM can be increased to 900 nm by doping the active layer with Squaraine [80] .
Vertical integration of the TFT and photodiode, with the photodiode active area not covered by the TFT, is the most ideal pixel design since this enables the highest possible fill factor. One method of manufacturing an image sensor of this architecture is by fabricating the photodiodes and TFTs on separate substrates then laminating them together with electrical connections through vias as shown by Someya et al [72] . This enabled the fabrication of a conformable sheet scanner with the photodiode size scalable down to 50 μm. Additionally, laminating these sheets back-to-back could improve mechanical reliability since this places the stress neutral plane where the photodiodes and TFTs are located. Alternatively, vertical integration can be achieved by directly fabricating one device on top of another in such a way that the photodiode area is not obstructed. Ng et al deposited a BHJ photoactive layer on top of an amorphous silicon TFT array (mobility 0.8 cm 2 V s ) followed by a layer of ITO to form a top-illuminated x-ray sensor [14] . The photodiodes, which have dark currents less than 1 nA cm −2 and an EQE of 35%, have a large fill factor of 76% over the whole array of 180×180 pixels with a pitch of 340 μm. Additionally, the symmetry of electron and hole mobility limits the build-up of space charge near one of the electrodes. This build-up would have significantly reduced the internal electric field in the rest of the device, slowing charge extraction from the photodiode. This symmetry in mobility enables a theoretical maximum video rate of 500 Hz for the full array (even though 10 Hz was used for the actual image). Additionally, this array was fabricated on a polyethylene naphthalate substrate with processing temperatures below 150°C and demonstrated a 2.5 cm bending radius before performance degradation. Alternatively, the TFT can be deposited on top of a bottom-illuminated OPD as demonstrated by Jeong et al [74] . The aluminum cathode shields the TFT from the light, avoiding any undesired phototransistor effects. A 1mm thick PDMS layer was placed between the OPD and TFT in order to electrically isolate them and chemically protect the OPD during fabrication of the TFT. While the charge integrating performance of this pixel was not investigated, the pixel responsivity showed negligible drift during 5 min of operation. Vertical integration of active-switching passive image sensors has also been demonstrated on organic-CMOS hybrids by Baierl et al [80, 81] . Top-illuminated OPDs were created by spray coating P3HT: PCBM then highly conductive PEDOT:PSS on top of an aluminum electrode on the CMOS chip as shown in figure 10 (c), with a mean EQE above 40% under reverse bias and negligible crosstalk between pixels (0.26%). A detailed noise analysis confirmed that flicker noise (also known as 1/f noise) is the dominant source of noise as a result of charge trapping and detrapping. However, it remains unclear as to whether this noise is primarily the result of traps in the transistor or OPD. Finally, vertical integration can be achieved by fabricating transistors transparent to the spectrum of interest. This design concept is well executed with metal oxide transistors due to their large band gap [82] . Sakai et al demonstrate that it is possible to create an image sensor using a transparent InGaZnO TFT and an organic photoconductor in a 1 T pixel design [83] . While all the layers were vacuum deposited in this report, prior art on transparent metal oxide TFTs [82, 84] suggests that it is possible to create printed versions of these devices. Phototransistors can also behave as charge integrating pixels. Milvich et al have demonstrated that conventional DNTT transistor arrays can be used as phototransistors without modification of the device structure [85] . Light is detected by observing the shift in threshold voltage while a large positive voltage is applied to the gate to integrate trapped electrons. The shift in threshold voltage increases with integration time but eventually saturates for long integration periods. Additionally, the rate of threshold voltage shift is inversely proportional to channel length resulting from the fact holes are extracted more quickly in short channel devices, decreasing the risk of recombination with electrons. However, the deep trap states of the electrons causes slow refresh rates of at most 1 Hz.
6. Active pixel image sensors 6.1. Theory An active pixel architecture, which is used in most commercial image sensors [3] , provides both activeswitching for charge integration and intra-pixel amplification. A general understanding of circuits is important in order to understand the amplification mechanisms. An active pixel typically consists of a photodetector element connected to a transistor in a source follower (also known as common-drain) configuration as shown in figure 11 . Photodiodes are conventionally used in active pixel architectures due to their large photoactive area and high internal capacitance, which maximizes the well capacity of the pixel. Despite this conventionalism, the photogenerated signal source is simply labeled as a photocurrent source, I Photo , in figure 11 since phototransistors and photoconductors have recently been shown in active pixels [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] . V Photo changes as charge from the photodetector element is accumulated at this node according to equation (8) , where Q photogenerated is the amount of photogenerated charge and C photo and C G, SF are the photodetector and the source follower transistor's (T SF ) gate capacitance, respectively
A row-select transistor, T Row , opens access from the source follower to the column line. V photo , which lies at the gate of the source follower transistor, is then directly transferred to the column line because the voltage gain of a source following amplifier is ≈1. The source following amplification works provided that the bias resistance at the base of the column, R, is much greater that the transistor channel on-resistance. Even though there is no voltage amplification, the source follower supplies an abundant amount of current to counteract the effect of parasitic capacitances along the column line, C Bus , with the assistance of a bias current source on the column line, I Col Bias . The charge amplification from the source follower to preserve V photo on the column line gives meaning to the term 'active' in active pixel. Additionally, a reset transistor, T Reset , is needed to discharge the integrated photogenerated charge after reading the voltage output from a row of pixels. This reset operation operates the same way as the 1 T pixel discussed in the previous section. These three transistors comprise the threetransistor pixel (3 T), the building block of all active pixel architectures [3] . The fundamental disadvantage of the 3 T architecture is the rolling shutter effect because the integration of photogenerated charge cannot be paused in the pixel. More advanced pixel architectures (4, 5 and 6 T) employ a transfer gate, which enable a global shutter since charge is simultaneously transferred to the source follower gate node for all pixels in the array and holds that value during pixel readout [3] . More detail on active pixel architectures and operation may be found in literature published by Holst et al [3] .
The active pixel sensor just discussed with a photodiode element is the most common pixel architecture, yet little of it has been demonstrated in the literature for solution-processed image sensors as seen from table 3. Tedde et al have shown a hybrid system by blade coating P3HT:PCBM on top of an amorphous silicon TFT active pixel array [91] . Not only could printing the photodiode layer reduce cost, it also can be used to create a vertical pixel structure demonstrated by Ng et al [14] that increases pixel density and maximizes fill factor. While the pixel architecture is identical to that shown in figure 11 a charge amplifier was placed at the base of each column in order to directly integrate the current coming from the pixel. This approach increases the complexity of the output electronics since the voltage is not simply sampled on the column line. However, the pixel transistors amplify the photogenerated charge to the column where it is readout by charge amplifiers. This amplification is proportional to the transconductance of the source-following transistor in the pixel. It was found that larger channel widths translate into higher gain with a maximum charge gain of 9.2. The increase in gain decreases the NEP from 6 μW cm −2 for the control active-switching passive pixel sensor to 1 μW cm −2 for the active pixel sensor.
Active pixel architectures may also be constructed with photoconductive elements. The active pixel architecture pictured in figure 12 (a) from Wang et al places an organic light-dependent resistor and a lightinsensitive resistor in a voltage divider configuration with the output connected to the gate of a pentacene TFT [87] . The TFT is operated as a transconductance amplifier, with the signal from the pixel read out as the current passing through the TFT. A reset transistor is unnecessary since this image sensor does not operate in a charge-integrating mode. The output of the voltage divider is just below the onset voltage of the TFT under dark conditions and passes the threshold voltage of the TFT under high irradiances. This placement of output voltage from the voltage divider results in a large dynamic range of pixel current since the TFT is biased through the subthreshold regime. As a consequence irradiances as low as 2 μW cm −2 are measurable. The transconductance gain of the TFT results in a high amplification of the current passing through the light-dependent resistor of well over 10 4 over a wide range of irradiances. Finally, these devices display extreme mechanical durability down to a bending radius of tens of micrometers when transferred to a 10 μm thick PET substrate.
Phototransistor-based voltage divider active pixels have also been shown [86, 88, 89] to operate analogous to the design shown by Wang et al [87] . The increasing amount of literature on the high photoconductive gain in phototransistors makes them a good candidate for achieving high SNR. Additionally, the ability to set the channel resistance of the transistors to match that of the phototransistor enables a larger dynamic range. Phototransistors are also easier to integrate in active pixel architectures than photodiodes due to the similar device design and geometry as the conventional transistors used for amplification. Kim et al created a hybrid non-integrating active pixel consisting of metal oxide TFTs for amplification and a spin-coated organic phototransistor as shown in figure 12 (b) [88, 89] . Exposing deep UV light through a photomask was used to active the metal oxide TFTs and isolate the organic phototransistor. The phototransistor, which is based on diF-TESADT, exhibits a specific detectivity of ≈10 12 Jones. This phototransistor was connected in series with a low transconductance TFT (low channel width-length ratio) to form a voltage divider with the output going to the gate of a high transconductance TFT. This circuit design led to a high current gain of ≈100, effectively boosted the theoretical specific detectivity of the pixel from ≈10
12 Jones of the photodetector to a high value of ≈10 14 Jones. However, future studies will need to be undertaken to determine how noise from the TFTs may limit this detectivity [92] . The array also displayed extreme mechanical robustness as it was fabricated on a 3 μm thick polyimide substrate, showing no degradation in performance when bent down to a 1mm radius. Zhiyong et al previously displayed phototransistor-based active pixels using the same pixel architecture as Kim et al but using inorganic semiconducting nanowires [86] . The phototransistor is a single CdSe nanowire, with a current output ∼1 nA at 10 mW cm −2 . A current amplification of over 3×10 5 is achieved by placing a high resistance transistor, consisting of several Ge/Si core/ shell nanowires, and the CdSe phototransistor in a voltage divider configuration with the output leading to a high transconductance transistor consisting of many thousands of Ge/Si core/shell nanowires. While the semiconductors were not deposited from solution nor was the substrate flexible, advances since the time of publication on solubilizing inorganic nanowires and printing them could enable a printable and flexible version of this image sensor [70, 93] .
Solution processable materials can also be integrated in an active pixel architecture on CMOS and are already finding their way to the market. For instance, numerous recent reports from Panasonic, a large producer of image sensors and cameras, reported the integration of organic photoconductive films [90, 94] . Nishimura et al integrated an organic photoconductive film on top of a CMOS active pixel architecture similar to the 3 T design but with an extra transistor to form a feedback loop from the column amplifier in order to minimize noise [90] . Each pixel also consists of two sub-pixels, one large-area high sensitivity pixel and another small-area high saturation pixel for sensing high irradiances. These combination of these two sub-pixels enables the image sensor to produce high quality images with a wide dynamic range of over 120 dB on a simultaneous photo capture as shown in figure 12 (c). Shishido et al formed an organic photoconductor with a common ITO electrode for all pixels on top of their CMOS array, with each pixel consisting of the basic 3 T architecture plus a photogenerated charge storage capacitor and feedback transistors similar to Nishimura et al to minimize noise [94] . Photogeneration of charge is controlled by the bias on the ITO electrode, which enabled a global shutter for the image sensor. Soluble inorganic materials are also finding their way into image sensors. InVisage Technologies is a company creating solution-processed quantum dot films on top of CMOS based on prior art in quantum dot photodetectors [95] . The company claims that the decreasing responsivity of these detectors with increasing irradiance causes these pixels to reach well capacity at a higher irradiance, which enables a wider dynamic range [96].
Optics for large area and flexible arrays
The impact of printed, large area and deformable image sensors is not limited to the sensor itself, but also affects the whole camera system. The modular nature of hybrid material system image sensors and their ability to conform to certain shapes presents many opportunities to improve and simplify the optics of cameras. Color filters are essential in image sensors to obtain images in color. The most common filter design is the Bayer filter shown in figure 13(a) [3, 12] , which is a periodic array of color filters with its unit cell (denoted by white dashed lines) consisting of one red (R), one blue (B) and two green (G) light-sensitive pixels. Two G filters are used in the Bayer unit cell since the photopic response of the human eye is most sensitive to green light. Four pixels are interpolated at the corner of each pixel to determine the color as shown in figure 13(a) . However, the orthogonal nature of printing and vacuum-deposition techniques allows for highly modular pixel designs not possible or too tedious in silicon processing. Pixels with different RGB filters or different photodetector spectral sensitivity can be vertically stacked with these new material systems, which increases the areal efficiency of the sensor. Researchers at NHK science and technical research laboratories have pioneered this concept for organic photodiode and ZnO TFTs [29] [30] [31] . Their initial study focused on formulating organic photodiode small molecules with absorption selectivity in the R, G and B regions [29] . These photodiodes had transparent electrodes on both sides so that they could be vertically stacked. The incident light passed through B, G, and R-selective photodiodes in that order since the shorter-wavelength photodiodes also act as optical filters for the longer-wavelength photodiodes below. Finally, active-switching passive pixel image sensors composed of R, G or B-selective photodiodes and ZnO TFTs were fabricated on separate glass substrates and vertically stacked in the same order as the photodiodes as pictured in figure 13 (b) [30, 31] . Videos were captured at a frame rate of 30 Hz with no noticeable image lag for a 128(columns)×95 (rows) array with 100 μm pitch. Lim et al from Samsung Electronics have shown that it is possible to deposit a G-selective OPD on top of a R and B-selective silicon photodiodes on a CMOS image sensor [97] . This sensor design preserves the 2:1:1 G:R:B ratio of the original Bayer filter pattern that is optimal for photopic vision sensitivity while minimizing the area of the Bayer unit cell by a factor of two since a green pixel is stacked over a R and B pixel.
The mechanical flexibility of image sensors not only enables mechanically-robust sensors, but also a paradigm shift in camera optics. Biological vision systems, whether the single-aperture eyes of humans or compound eyes of insects, have the photoreceptors placed along a curved focal surface on which the image is captured [8] . Having a conformal imaging surface considerably simplifies the optics for animal vision since light only needs to travel through one lens to form a focal surface. On the other hand, conventional cameras are comprised of many compound lenses in order to make a planar focal plane. Imaging systems with a large N (N=lens focal length/entrance pupil diameter), also known as the f-number, do not require as many lenses to planarize the imaging plane since the incident light is more perpendicular to the imaging surface, which also results in a large depth of field. However large N systems reduce the amount of light entering the camera and are bulky since the focal length of the lens can be upwards of tens times the entrance pupil diameter. Small N systems are more compact and let in more light, however the incident light at the edges of the sensor arrives at low angles, which greatly reduces the depth of field. Increasing the depth of field for low N cameras requires more optics in order to planarize the focal surface. Single-aperture camera lenses become even more complex and expensive when a larger sensor is needed for increased light sensitivity. These issues have been addressed by creating single lens single aperture cameras with a stretchable hemispherical image sensor [98, 99] . These sensors were fabricated by first creating a passive array of silicon photodiodes with compressible interconnects on a silicon wafer then transferring it to a PDMS membrane as shown by Ko et al [98] . The radius of curvature of the image sensor is proportional to the pressure behind the membrane. Jung et al demonstrated that curving the image sensor to closely match the focal surface created by the lens significantly improves the quality of the image by ensuring a focused image across the sensor as shown in figure 13(c) [99] .
While flexible image sensors can reduce the complexity of optics down to single lens imaging systems, single-aperture cameras can become expensive and bulky with increasing entrance pupil diameter. This is especially a concern when implementing large-area image sensors in order to improve image quality while minimizing size and cost. Numerous reports in the literature address this issue through the use of microlens arrays to create bio-inspired compound eye systems [8, [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] . Brückner et al fabricated microlens systems designed to be directly integrated on top of an image sensor that reduces the focal length of the system by at least 50% [100 -102] . As illustrated in figure 13(d) , each of these microlenses captures a small portion of the image that partially overlaps with adjacent microlenses, and the final image is formed by stitching these sub-images together. While this image segmentation means there exists some dead space between the images of each microlens, this issue would be little concern for printed large-area sensors compared to the high processing cost per area of silicon [6] . Microlens arrays have also been combined with deformable hemispherical lenses [103, 104] . Using a microlens array on the deformable image sensors resulted in a wide field of view (160°) and nearly infinite depth of field for a compact imaging system of only 1.5 cm lateral dimension and at most 7 mm in height [104] .
Outlook on printed and flexible image sensors
Much progress has been demonstrated for solutionprocessed flexible image sensors. Solution-processed photodetectors have specific detectivities competitive with photodiodes in CMOS image sensors and can operate at sufficiently fast speeds for image sensing [11, 15] . Additionally, the extreme flexibility (bending radius on the order of mm) of these devices fabricated on thin substrates [47, 65, 73, 87, 88] can enable a wide variety of new imaging techniques. Solution-processed TFT performance in recent years has also surpassed that of amorphous silicon, which is used in large area active-matrix displays and x-ray image sensors.
A few relatively untouched concepts in literature on flexible and solution-processed image sensors include driver-readout circuits and charge-coupled device (CCD) image sensors. Many advances have been made in monolithic fully printed and flexible circuits, with sensors and digital circuitry manufactured on the same substrate operating in the kHz regime [105, 106] . Printed high gain analog amplifiers have been shown to operate with several millisecond delay with a gain of 50 [107] . However, the amplifier requirements are quite stringent for image sensors as these devices must have very low parasitic input current as to not affect low light measurements, operate at high frequencies to scan thousands of rows per second, and be compact enough to fit within the width of each column of the imaging array. While a monolithic imaging system is ideal, external circuitry does not benefit from large area scaling and flexibility as the image sensor, which makes heterogeneous integration with CMOS drivers and readout circuitry more practical given the state-of-the-art. However, recent advances in printed high frequency transistors [108, 109] could enable printed high gain and high frequency operational amplifiers needed for a monolithic system. Another untouched concept in the literature on solution-processed image sensors is the use of CCD image sensors. These sensors are arrays of transistor gates that accumulate photogenerated charge at the semiconductor-dielectric interface then laterally transfer them out of the array through successive pulsing of adjacent gates (see Holst et al for more information [3] ). These imaging arrays have a simpler design than the heterogeneous photodetector-transistor architectures reported in this review, and preliminary results have shown 40% charge transfer efficiency between adjacent pixels [110] . High mobility phototransistors could be implemented in CCD image sensors with changes in lateral device architecture.
There are a number of ways to improve upon what has been demonstrated in state-of-the-art image sensors. It is important for future work to assess the charge integration performance of pixels as this is the most dominant and highest performance mode of operation. With regards to processing, the advantages of large area electronics are fully leveraged when printing is used to deposit as many of the layers as possible. All previous work on image sensors used lithographically patterned TFT and photodiodes electrodes. However, the performance of all-printed photodiodes [34, 36] and TFTs [58, 106, 109, 111] is comparable to that seen in the devices of the image sensors presented here and can be implemented to create all-printed imaging systems. In terms of applications, many large-area imaging systems in literature are designed for x-ray imaging systems [14, 73, 76, 79] because the absence of optics in these sensors makes it easier to push to market. It will be essential for future work on printable large-area image sensors to implement the aforementioned novel optics for flexible and large-area systems to create commercializable high performance cameras ready for conventional photography.
